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Providing efficient transport services over multi-hop ad hoc networks is a fundamental building block for this wireless technology. The typical approach is modifying TCP to fix one (or a few of) its inefficiencies while preserving compatibility with the original protocol. However, a complete solution should include a significant number of modifications, such that the original TCP design is deeply modified. In this paper we explore a different approach. We include the desired modifications to TCP in the design of a new transport protocol (TPA). In this way we are able to blend together these features in a unique design framework, and better control interactions among the different (modified) components. We then compare TCP and TPA through field tests, in terms of throughput and total number of transmitted segments. We consider several possible configurations of the protocols parameters, different routing protocols, and various networking scenarios. In all the cases taken into consideration TPA significantly outperforms TCP. To achieve a more thorough understanding of the TPA behavior, we compare TPA and TCP also in terms of fairness and scalability (both in static and mobile configurations) over a wide range of representative topologies. To this end, we adopt a simulation approach, which is more suitable to this kind of analysis. Simulation results confirm field tests, and show that TPA is able to outperform TCP with respect to all analysed performance figures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on efficient transport protocols for ad hoc networks is one of the most active topics in the MANET community. Such a great interest is basically motivated by numerous observations showing that, in general, TCP is not able to efficiently deal with the unstable and very dynamic environment provided by multi-hop ad hoc networks. This is because some assumptions in its design are clearly inspired by the characteristics of wired networks dominant at the time when it was conceived. More specifically, TCP implicitly assumes that segment loss is almost always due to congestion phenomena causing buffer overflows at intermediate routers. Furthermore, it also assumes that nodes are static (i.e., they do not change their position over time). Unfortunately, these assumptions do not hold in MANETs since in this kind of networks packet losses due to interference and link-layer contentions are largely predominant, and nodes may be mobile.

To address TCP inefficiencies over ad hoc networks, a number of proposals have been presented, which are...
overviewed in Section 2. The vast majority of these proposals are TCP modifications that address some particular inefficiency. The main design requirement is indeed to keep the improved transport protocol backward compatible with the legacy TCP, so that “improved” and “legacy” users may be able to communicate with each other.

While we acknowledge the importance of TCP compatibility, in this paper we advocate a different design approach. The TCP inefficiencies over ad hoc networks are so many that a single modification is in general not sufficient to address them all. Thus, TCP would need a large number of modifications to work in a real environment. The practical integration and interoperability between such patches is a critical point, which is still to be addressed. In this paper we propose to turn this methodology upside down. Firstly, we review the main inefficiencies of TCP over ad hoc networks, and the desired protocol’s features to address them. These features are blended together in a unique design framework, which results in a new transport protocol (Transport Protocol for Ad hoc Networks – TPA). Finally, we discuss how TPA and TCP can coexist.

The resulting TPA is a lightweight transport protocol that provides a connection-oriented, reliable type of service. It differs from TCP in a number of ways. Specifically, the data transfer and the congestion control algorithms have been re-designed. Furthermore, TPA explicitly detects and deals with both route failures and route changes. TPA can leverage cross-layer interactions with the routing protocol, when available. For example, it is able to intercept and interpret route failure and route re-establishment messages. However, TPA works also with routing protocols that do not provide this type of information. The complete description of TPA is provided in Section 3, and a brief discussion about TPA/TCP interoperability is provided in Section 6.

The second contribution of this work is a detailed comparison between TCP and TPA. We adopt a mixed evaluation methodology, made up of tests over a real multi-hop ad hoc network, and simulations. Actually, most of the research on ad hoc networks has been carried out by adopting simulation and analytical approaches only. We acknowledge that simulation and analysis are great tools to manage large scales, and understanding the sensitiveness of a protocol to particular parameters. At the same time, we argue that, in the field of ad hoc networking, they should be complemented with real experiments. Indeed, the behaviour of wireless links is so difficult to model, that sometimes results from real experiments and from simulation/analysis are quite different (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). Therefore, a careful check of simulation/analytical results against experiment outcomes is highly advisable. On the other hand, it is also clear that experiments alone are not able to provide the necessary flexibility and control of the environment to study systems behavior in general cases, and at large scales, while simulation is more suitable for this. In this paper we thus adopt a mixed evaluation methodology, based both on real experiments and on simulation.

We exploit a TPA prototype (briefly described in Appendix A) to set up a multi-hop network testbed to compare TPA with TCP along the lines discussed in Section 4. We configure the testbed to replicate relevant scenarios for small-scale ad hoc networks. Besides allowing us to control the testbed setup, focusing on small-scale networks is aligned with the well-known definition of the ”ad hoc horizon” [7], which, based on both theoretical and experimental results, states that the reasonable ”horizon” for practical multi-hop ad hoc networks is between 10 and 20 nodes, with connections spanning 2 to 3 hops. Firstly, we focus on a string network (throughout referred to also as chain topology) with variable number of hops (Section 4.3). We use this setup to investigate the sensitiveness of TPA to its main parameters and its behaviour over different routing protocols (i.e., OLSR and AODV). The experimental results show that TPA is able to improve TCP performance both in terms of increased throughput (between +4% and +20%), and reduced number of (re)transmissions (between -60% and -98%). This is an important result, as it states that TPA delivers greater throughput, while reducing energy consumption and network congestion at the same time. We then consider different topologies (i.e., a cross topology, Section 4.4), and mobile scenarios (Section 4.5). Also in these cases TPA outperforms TCP with respect to both performance figures.

We then present simulation results targeted at comparing TPA and TCP in terms of i) large networks, and ii) fairness (Section 5). Simulation is clearly a better choice than experiments when considering large networks, as controlling large testbeds is very hard. Simulation is also more suitable to investigate fairness among concurrent connections, as it permits to replicate the exact external environment (e.g., interference level) on different connections, which is clearly not possible in reality. Therefore, simulations highlight the real properties of the protocols in terms of fairness.

The trends of throughput and re-transmission performance highlighted by experiments are confirmed also at larger scales. As far as fairness, TPA is generally fairer than TCP, and this is not paid with throughput degradation. However, the fairness level of TPA is not satisfactory. Therefore, we also evaluate the protocols’ performance when the adaptive pacing mechanism (proposed in [8]) is used. TPA with adaptive pacing achieves a drastic improvements in terms of fairness. TCP with adaptive pacing is even a bit fairer, but this is paid with a drastic reduction of the throughput. We briefly show how to slightly modify the adaptive pacing mechanisms so as to make TPA fairer than TCP, without compromising its advantages in terms of
throughput. In summary, also the simulation results confirm that TPA is able to significantly outperform TCP over all the investigated performance figures, including fairness.

2. RELATED WORK

This section presents various proposals available in literature to improve TCP performance over MANETs. To classify them we use an approach similar to that proposed in [9]. Specifically, we grouped the proposals in five categories: i) distinguishing between route failures and congestion; ii) reducing the effect of route failures; iii) reducing wireless channel contention; iv) improving TCP fairness; and v) designing new transport protocols. A separate subsection is devoted to each approach.

As described in Section 3, one of the main TPA objectives is blending together the main modifications proposed for TCP improvement in a single design framework (specifically, TPA deals with issues discussed in Sections 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4). This is the main difference with respect to the approaches presented hereafter, which focus on single TCP inefficiencies. We separately discuss the differences between TPA and the other new protocols for ad hoc networks in Section 2.5.

2.1. Distinguishing between losses due to route failures and congestion

Node movements may cause route failures and route changes which result in packet losses and late ACKs at the sender side. TCP misinterprets these events as a sign of congestion and activates the congestion control mechanism. This may lead to unnecessary retransmissions and throughput degradation [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Several TCP modifications thus aim to discriminate between packet losses due to route failures and packet loss due to congestion.

Works in [14], [10], and [16] propose similar mechanisms based on a feedback to the TCP sender (called TCP-F, ELFN, and TCP-BuS, respectively). Explicit information is provided to the TCP sender upon route breakage. The sender waits for an explicit message of route re-establishment (in TCP-F and TCP-BuS), or periodically probes for a new route (in ELFN). Liu et al. [17] propose to leave the TCP implementation unchanged, and insert a thin layer (ATCP) between IP and standard TCP to improve the TCP behaviour. ATCP deals with problems related to high Bit Error Rate, node mobility, and classic network congestion. To discover the network state and to react consequently, ATCP exploits ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) [18] and ICMP “Destination Unreachable” messages.

Works in [12], [19], and [20] infer route loss and re-establishment based on measures taken directly at the transport layer (without relying on support from the routing layer). Dyer et al. [12] detect route loss after two consecutive timeout expirations, and blocks the TCP Retransmission TimeOut (RTO) exponential increase. TCP-Door [19] interprets out-of-order segments (at the receiver) as an indication of a route failure, which is piggybacked to the TCP sender in the next ACK. The sender disables congestion control upon receiving this information. Finally, ADTCP [20] exploits joint end-to-end metrics to distinguish between different network states like congestion, channel error, route change, and disconnection.

2.2. Reducing the effect of route failures

The proposals in [21] and [22] predict route failures likely to occur in the near future to reduce the route reconstruction latency. They basically differ in the way route failures are predicted. Klemm et al. [22] also include mechanisms at the MAC level to manage routes during link breakages. Split TCP [23] splits long TCP connections into shorter localized segments to reduce the number of route failure in connections that have a large number of hops. This also improves the fairness between multiple flows. He et al. [24] propose a scheme to use a narrow-bandwidth, out-of-band busy tone channel to reserve the data channel for broadcast transmissions, and exploits the busy channel also to perform link error detection. Lim et al. [25] use multipath routing protocols, which may result in inaccuracy in average RTT measurement and out-of-order packet delivery. Thus, they introduce back-up path routing, which uses only one path at a time but maintains back-up paths so as to be able to rapidly switch to an alternative path if needed. Finally, with the strategy proposed by Chung et al. [26], after a link failure occurs, the old route will continue to be used until a new one can be established through a route-discovery procedure.

2.3. Reducing wireless channel contention

Many papers [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] have shown that TCP performs poorly even in static MANETs, due to erroneous interactions between the original TCP and the MAC level. The problem is essentially a by-product of the exposed-node configuration, and manifests itself as soon as nodes in the path are not within the same carrier sensing range. TCP typically grows its average congestion window size much larger with respect to the optimal size (identified in [30]), and earlier nodes in the path block later nodes. To address this issue, in [28, 30] authors propose to explicitly bound the TCP congestion window to a fixed size to reduce channel contention. Chen et al. [31] define an algorithm to dynamically adjust the maximum congestion window size according to the round-trip hop-count of the connection. Papanastasiou et al. [32] and Nahm et al. [33] propose Slow Congestion Avoidance Scheme (SCA) and Fractional Window increment (FeW), which do not limit the congestion window, but increase the sending rate more slowly than in the original TCP protocol.
Another direction explored to reduce the effects of channel contention is modifying the way in which ACK segments are sent. Authors of [28, 34, 35] tune the delayed ACK mechanism to reduce the number of ACK segment in transit. Cordeiro et al. [36] instead propose COPAS (Contention-based Path Selection), which uses disjoint forward (for TCP data) and reverse (for TCP ACK) paths to reduce the conflicts between TCP segments travelling in opposite directions. In addition, COPAS continuously monitors network contention and selects routes with minimum contention.

A further approach to reduce contention issues is proposed in [30]. Link Random Early Detection (Link-RED) monitors the average number of retransmissions at the link layer. When this number becomes greater than a given threshold (i.e., too high contention is occurring), the probability of dropping/marking packets is computed in a similar way to the RED algorithm [37]. As a side effect this slows down the TCP sender. Furthermore, they force nodes to add an extra backoff interval (at the MAC level) after a successful transmission, to mitigate the effects of the well-known MAC-level unfairness problems.

2.4. Improving TCP fairness

Transport-level fairness problems have been reported in several papers [29, 38, 39, 40], both in wireless and in mixed wired/wireless environments. A number of approaches have been therefore proposed to cope with these issues.

Yang et al. [41] propose a “non work-conserving scheduling” mechanism. The link layer queue sets a timer whenever it sends a data packet to the MAC. The queue outputs another packet to the MAC only when the timer expires. The duration of the timer is updated according to the queue output rate value. Xu et al. [39] show that legacy RED does not completely solve TCP’s unfairness in MANETs due to lack of coordination among nodes, and propose a Neighbourhood RED (NRED) scheme. With respect to legacy-RED, NRED manages all the queues of a set of neighbours at once, both as far as monitoring the queues’ level, and as far as deciding drop actions. Jiang et al. [42] propose and evaluate the use of a distributed \textit{max-min air-time allocation} algorithm to approximate the proportional fairness objective. Finally, Huang et al. [42] propose a distributed algorithm that allows each node to locally determine its \textit{max-min per-link} fair share without knowledge of the global network topology.

With respect to transport-level fairness, we specifically mention the work in [8], where authors propose a modified version of the \textit{adaptive pacing} mechanism available for the Internet (named TCP-AP). TCP-AP spreads the segments transmission according to a dynamically computed transmission rate. Moreover it incorporates a mechanism to identify incipient congestion and to consequently adjust the transmission rate. The detailed presentation of this mechanism is reported in Section 5, as TPA exploits the adaptive pacing mechanism too.

2.5. Designing new transport protocols

The main proposals which design a new transport protocol instead of modifying a particular TCP aspect are ATP [43] and TPA.

ATP exploits cross-layer interactions, and includes rate-based transmissions, network-supported congestion detection and control, no retransmission timeout, coupled congestion control and reliability. Each node in the ATP path piggybacks its available rate in data segments. This information is collected and consolidated by the ATP receiver, and is then periodically sent back to the ATP sender, which computes the transmission rate accordingly. Another ATP feature is that it doesn’t use retransmission timeouts for reliability. Instead, it uses selective ACKs to periodically report back to the sender any new hole observed by the receiver in the data stream. A drawback of ATP is that it requires assistance from all intermediate nodes along the connection path. This may make it unsuitable for those environments where the network layer protocol does not provide such a support. Opposite to ATP, even if novel in many respects, TPA conserves some TCP characteristics that are actually suitable for the ad hoc environment. For example, ATP uses a window-based transmission scheme and preserves the TCP end-to-end semantic. In addition, TPA works properly also without any assistance from the underlying protocol (e.g., when ELFN messages are not provided by the network layer protocol), and does not require assistance from all nodes along the path.

This paper complements our previous work on TPA [44], [45], and [46]. In [44] we provided an early description of the TPA design features. In [45] we discussed a preliminary \textit{simulation} analysis of TPA in comparison with TCP. In [46] we extended the TPA evaluation through an \textit{experimental} analysis on a chain topology, evaluating the effect of different routing protocols. In this paper we extend the experimental analysis to different topologies, and we also consider mobile scenarios. We also present a detailed simulation analysis to evaluate the TPA performance in large topologies (both static and mobile), and to analyse issues related to fairness.

3. TPA DESCRIPTION

The TPA protocol provides a reliable, connection-oriented type of service. The main TPA design goals are defined by observing the TCP limitations when used over multi-hop ad hoc networks, and can be summarized as follows:

- The data transfer policy should be resilient to late and out-of-order segments, and smoothly
work with multi-path routing. In TCP all these circumstances typically trigger timeout or useless re-transmissions at the sender, both reducing the throughput, and wasting energy and bandwidth.

- Several papers (e.g., [30]) have shown that the optimal transmit window size of a TCP connection over multi-hop ad hoc networks is limited to a few segments. The flow and congestion control algorithms should take this into consideration, and can thus be greatly simplified with respect to TCP. Furthermore, when congestion is over, the transport protocol should try to exploit the available bandwidth more promptly than the TCP additive increase policy does.

- Congestion and route failures are different phenomena in ad hoc networks. However, TCP basically has no notion of route failure, and manages this phenomenon through congestion control. Instead, congestions and route failures should be managed via different algorithms, to accommodate distinct and more refined policies.

- Route changes in ad hoc networks can be frequent events, and new paths can provide significantly different performance in terms of delay, congestion level, etc. The transport protocol should adapt quickly to new paths’ features, and discard statistics about old paths. This is not the case in TCP, where, for example, the algorithm used to estimate Round Trip Times and set the Retransmission Timer privileges old statistics with respect to new samples. While this prevents statistics’ flapping, sometimes this might not be the best way to manage route changes in ad hoc networks.

- Previous papers have shown that Delayed ACK techniques can be helpful to reduce the network congestion, and ultimately increase the transport-protocol efficiency. We thus include this mechanism in the TPA design.

In the rest of this section we present the TPA aspects that permit to meet the above goals. A description of the TPA implementation is presented in Appendix A.

3.1. TPA segment structure

The TPA segment consists of a header field and a data field. The data field contains a chunk of application data. The MSS (Maximum Segment Size) limits the maximum size of a segment’s data field. The smallest TPA header is composed of 16 bytes. Figure 1 shows the structure of the TPA segment. Since TPA is full-duplex, the TPA header contains the fields of both data and ACK segments. Specifically, the header includes the following fields (note that the precise use of some of these will be explained in detail in the following sections):

- **SourcePortNumber and DestinationPortNumber fields**: are the usual port numbers.
- **BlockSeqNumber**: identifies the block to which the data segment belongs (see Section 3.2).
- **BitmapData**: consists of 12 bits and identifies the position of the data segment within the block (see Section 3.2).
- **AckBlockSeqNumber**: identifies the block to which the acknowledged segment belong. This field is valid only if the ACK flag is set.
- **BitmapAck**: consists of 12 bits and describes all the segments belonging to the current transmission block correctly received by the destination. A bit set in the BitmapAck indicates that the corresponding segment within the block AckBlockSeqNumber has been correctly received by the destination. The receiver can acknowledge more than one segment by setting the corresponding bits in the BitmapAck. This field implements a SACK-like functionality, and is valid only if the ACK flag is set.
- **Flag field**: contains 4 bits: The ACK bit indicates that the value carried in the AckBlockSeqNumber, BitmapAck, and AckTxSeqNumber fields are valid. The RST bit resets the connection. The SYN and FIN bits are used for connection setup and teardown.
- **WinSize**: is the receiver advertised window.
- **TxStat**: is used by the TPA sender to announce its status (congested or not congested) to the receiver (see Section 3.6).
- **Checksum**: usual checksum, calculated by the sender over the header and the data fields.
- **TxSeqNumber**: This field is used by the sender to identify the data segment sent. Each time TPA sends a data segment, it increments the TxSeqNumber field by one. When TPA changes the transmission block, it resets the TxSeqNumber field.
- **AckTxSeqNumber**: used by the sender to identify the segment which the ACK corresponds to. For example, if the ACK was generated by a data segment with the TxSeqNumber field set to i, then the receiver sets the AckTxSeqNumber field to i. This field is needed since the BitmapAck field does not identify the segment that generates the ACK. The AckTxSeqNumber field is valid only if the ACK flag is set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SourcePortNumber</td>
<td>(16 bits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DestinationPortNumber</td>
<td>(16 bits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlockSeqNumber</td>
<td>(16 bits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BitmapData</td>
<td>12 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AckBlockSeqNumber</td>
<td>(16 bits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BitmapAck</td>
<td>12 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checksum</td>
<td>(16 bits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WinSize</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AckTxSeqNumber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxSeqNumber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1.** TPA header.
unused: this field is reserved for future use.

3.2. Data transfer

TPA is based on a sliding-window scheme where the window size varies dynamically according to the flow control and congestion control algorithms. The flow control mechanism is similar to the corresponding TCP mechanism [47] while the congestion control mechanism is described in Section 3.5.

TPA tries to minimize the number of (re)transmissions in order to save energy. To this end, data to be transmitted are managed in blocks, with a block consisting of \( K \) segments, whose size is bounded by the Maximum Segment Size (MSS)\(^2\). The source TPA grabs a number of bytes - corresponding to \( K \) TPA segments. - from the transmit buffer, encapsulates these bytes into TPA segments, and transmits them reliably to the destination. Only when all segments belonging to a block have been acknowledged, TPA takes care to manage the next block.

Possibly, using large values of \( K \) might introduce additional delays to early segments in the block, due to the time required to fill the block with \( K \) segments. TPA has no control on this time, as it depends on the data generation pattern of the application. To overcome this problem, TPA defines a timeout for filling the buffer, and transmits a block consisting of less than \( K \) segments if the timeout expires. We have run some preliminary experiments to understand the impact of the \( K \) parameter on the performance of ftp-like traffic (not shown here due to lack of space). They have shown just a minor dependence of the considered performance figures on this parameter.

Segment transmissions are handled as follows. Whenever sending a segment, the source TPA sets a timer and waits for the related ACK (i.e. a segment with the corresponding bit in the ACK bitmap set) from the destination. Upon receiving an ACK for an outstanding segment the source TPA performs the following steps: i) derives the new window size according to the congestion and flow control algorithms (see below); ii) computes how many segments can be sent according to the new window size; and iii) sends next segments in the block (see Figure 2a). On the other hand, whenever a timeout related to a segment in the current window expires, the source TPA marks the segment as “timed out” and executes steps i)-iii) as above, just as in the case the segment was acknowledged (see Figure 2b). In other words, for each block TPA first performs a transmission round during which it sends all segments within the block, without retransmitting timed-out segments. Then, the sender performs a second round for retransmitting timed-out segments, which are said to form a “retransmission stream” (see Figure 3). In the second round the sender performs steps i)-iii) described above with reference to the retransmission stream instead of the original block. This procedure is repeated until all segments within the original block have been acknowledged by the destination. If an ACK is received for a segment belonging to the retransmission stream, that segment is immediately dropped from the stream.

The proposed scheme has several advantages with respect to the retransmission scheme used in TCP. First, the probability of useless transmissions is reduced since segments for which the ACK is not received before the timeout expiration are not retransmitted immediately (as in the TCP protocol) but in the next transmission round. Second, TPA is resilient against ACK losses because a single ACK is sufficient to notify the sender about all missed segments in the current block. Third, the sender does not suffer from the duplicated ACKs generated in TCP by the receiver upon receiving out-of-order segments. This implies that TPA can operate efficiently also in multi-hop ad hoc networks using multi-path forwarding [48].
3.3. Route failure management

Like many other solutions [14, 10, 17, 49], TPA can exploit, if available, the Explicit Link Failure Notification (ELFN) service provided by the network-layer for detecting route failures.

Upon receiving an ELFN, the source TPA enters a freeze state where the transmission window size is limited to one segment. In general, we assume that the network layer does not provide route re-establishment notifications. Thus, at the expiration of each retransmission timeout (see Section 3.4), TPA sends segments in the main or retransmission streams (as per the Data Transfer algorithm), probing the network for a new route. To limit the number of segments sent when there is no available route, while in the freeze state, the value of the retransmission timer doubles after each timer expiration. Therefore, TPA realizes that the route has been re-established as soon as it receives an ACK for the latest segment sent. Upon reception of such an ACK, TPA i) leaves the freeze state; ii) sets the congestion window to the maximum value cwndma{x}i; and iii) starts sending new segments. On the other hand, if route re-establishment messages are available, the TPA behaviour can be further optimized. Specifically, in the freeze state TPA can refrain from transmitting any segment, waiting for a route re-establishment message.

Even if the underlying layer does not provide the ELFN service, the sender TPA is still able to detect route failures as it experiences a number of consecutive timeouts. Specifically, the sender TPA assumes that a route failure has occurred whenever it detects thROUTE consecutive timeouts. In this case it enters the freeze state, and behaves as described above.

3.4. Route change management

We argue that a transport protocol for multi-hop ad hoc networks should react more quickly to route changes than TCP does. To understand why, let us briefly explain how TCP and TPA evaluate the Retransmission Timeout (RTO).

Similarly to TCP, TPA estimates the connection RTT, and uses this estimate to set the Retransmission Timeout (RTO). Both parameters are derived in the same way as in the TCP protocol, i.e.:

\[
ERTT_{rtt}(n) = g \times RTT(n) + (1 - g) \times ERTT_{rtt}(n - 1) \\
DEV_{rtt}(n) = h \times |RTT(n) - ERTT_{rtt}(n)| + (1-h) \times DEV_{rtt}(n-1) \\
RTO(n) = ERTT_{rtt}(n) + 4 \times DEV_{rtt}(n)
\]

where: i) ERTT_{rtt}(n) and DEV_{rtt}(n) are the average value and standard deviation of the RTT estimated at the n-th step, respectively; ii) RTT(n) denotes the n-th RTT sample; iii) RTO(n) is the retransmission timeout computed at the n-th step; and iv) g and h (0 < g, h < 1) are real values [47].

Multi-hop ad hoc networks are far more dynamic that wired networks, and route changes can be fairly frequent even in static configurations. Whenever a route changes, the new path may differ from the previous one in number of hops. Or, new links in the path may have different properties e.g. in terms of interference. This means that, after a route change, segments may experience a significant variation in the RTT and the retransmission timeout might be no longer appropriate for the new path. However, the standard TCP essentially uses a low-pass filter to estimate RTT, and thus RTO may converge to a value appropriate to the new path after long time possibly resulting in excessive retransmissions. To avoid this, the TPA protocol must detect route changes as soon as they occur, and modify the RTO estimation method to quickly achieve a reliable estimate for the new RTT. In practice, TPA detects that a route change has occurred either i) when a new route becomes available after a route failure; or ii) when thRC consecutive samples of the RTT are found to be external to the interval [ERTT_{rtt} - DEV_{rtt}, ERTT_{rtt} + DEV_{rtt}](thRC consecutive late segments or thRC consecutive early segments). Upon detecting a route change, TPA replaces the g and h values in the ERTT and DEV estimators with greater values (g1 and h1), so that the new RTT estimates are heavily influenced by the new RTT samples. This allows to achieve a reliable estimate of the new RTT immediately after the route change has been detected. Finally, after nRC updates of the estimated RTT, the parameter values are restored to the normal g and h values.

3.5. Congestion control mechanism

Also congestion phenomena are quite different in multi-hop ad hoc networks with respect to wired networks. The work in [30] shows that congestions in multi-hop ad hoc networks mainly occur because of link-layer contention and not because of buffer overflow at intermediate nodes, as in the case of wired networks. Congestions due to link-layer contentions manifest themselves at the transport layer in two different ways. An intermediate node may fail in relaying data segments to its neighbouring nodes and, thus, it sends an ELFN back to the sender node (provided that this service is supported by the network layer). This case, throughout referred to as data inhibition, cannot be distinguished by the sender TPA from a real route failure. On the other hand, an intermediate node may fail in relaying ACK segments. In this case, throughout referred to as ACK inhibition, the ELFN (if available) is received by the destination node (i.e., the node that sent the ACK), while the source node (i.e., the node sending data segments) only experiences one or more (consecutive) timeouts. Whenever the sender TPA detects thCONG (with thCONG ≥ 1) consecutive timeout expirations, it assumes that an ACK inhibition has occurred, and enters the congested state. The source TPA leaves the
congested state as soon as it receives\(th_{ACK}\) consecutive
ACKs from the destination.

If the network layer does not support the ELFN service, the only way to detect both data and
ACK inhibitions is by monitoring timeouts at the
sender. Congestions and route failures are no longer
distinguishable. Hence, \(th_{CONG}\) and \(th_{ROUTE}\) collapse
in the same parameter, and the freeze and the congested
states collapse in the same state.

Several papers (e.g., \[30, 31\]) have shown that for
TCP connections spanning a small number of hops
(below 20) a congestion window of 2 or 3 segments is
the optimal choice. As, based on the ad hoc horizon
definition \[7\], these connections are the most likely
to occur in real ad hoc network settings, in TPA
the congestion control mechanism is window-based as
in TCP, but we just considered 2 or 3 as candidate
values for the maximum congestion window (the
value achieving the best performance depends on the
network configuration, as shown by the experimental
and simulation results). As a consequence, in TPA
the maximum and minimum values of the congestion
window window are very close, and the TPA congestion control
algorithm is thus very simple. In normal operating
conditions, i.e., when TPA is not in the congested state,
the congestion window is set to the maximum value,
\(cwnd_{\text{max}}\). When TPA enters the congested state, the
congestion window is reduced to 1 to allow congestion
to disappear.

\[\text{3.6. ACK management}\]

Based on the results in \[34, 35, 28\], showing the benefit
of delayed ACK mechanisms to reduce contention, we
firstly included in TPA a delayed ACK mechanisms
similar to the one proposed in RFC 1122. Specifically,
when the sender is not in congested state, the TPA
receiver sends back one acknowledgement every other
segment received, or upon timer expiration. Otherwise,
if the sender is in congested state, the receiver sends
back one ACK for each segment received (as in this case
the sender window size is stuck to one, see Section 3.5).
Recall that the sender uses the txStat flag of the TPA
segment header (see Section 3.1) to announce its status
(congested or not congested) to the receiver.

We then considered an alternative version of the
Delayed ACKs scheme. Specifically, to minimize
the number of ACKs in transit in the network, we
modified the receiver to send a single ACK every
\(cwnd_{\text{max}}\) segments, when the sender is not congested.
Suppressing more ACKs makes no sense, as the sender
would not be able to transmit anything more until a
timeout expires at the receiver (and an ACK is thus
forcibly sent). Throughout the paper we will refer
to TPA with modified version of the Delayed ACK
 technique as TPA*.

In both TPA variants, the interval that triggers the
ACK transmission is set to a constant value (typically,
100 ms).

\[\text{4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS}\]

In this section we present results of experiments aimed
to compare TPA and TCP in realistic small-scale ad
hoc networks. Specifically, we first consider a chain
topology with varying number of hops (see Section 4.3),
then we consider a cross topology (see Section 4.4), and,
finally, we evaluate the impact of nodes’ mobility (see
Section 4.5). Before presenting the results, we discuss
the setting of our testbed, and the adopted performance
measures.

\[\text{4.1. Testbed description}\]

Our testbed consisted of IBM R-50 laptops equipped
with integrated Intel Pro-Wireless 2200 wireless cards.
All laptops were running the Linux Kernel 2.6.12 with
the latest available version of the ipw2200 driver (1.1.2).
Wireless cards followed the IEEE 802.11b specifications
with maximum default bit rate set to 2 Mbps (which is
the setting used in the vast majority of related works).
For completeness, we also replicated the experiments
at 5.5 and 11 Mbps. The RTS/CTS mechanism was
enabled and RTS/CTS threshold was set to 100 bytes so
that RTS/CTS handshake was active for data segments
and disabled for ACKs. This setting protected long
data segments from collisions, while avoiding RTS/CTS
overhead for short ACK segments, which are less likely
to collide. In all configurations, neighbour nodes were
placed at the limit of their transmission range.

We compared TPA and TCP performance by
considering two different routing protocols, i.e., AODV
and OLSR. AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Distance
Vector) is a well-known reactive protocol \[50\]. It
is worth recalling here that AODV can use two
different mechanisms for neighbour discovery and local
connectivity maintenance, i.e., link layer information
provided by the underlying MAC protocol, or HELLO
messages periodically broadcast by each node to
announce its presence in the one-hop neighbourhood.
In our testbed we used the AODV implementation
for Linux by the Uppsala University \[51\], version
0.9.1. To maintain local connectivity we set AODV to
use HELLO messages since our ipw2200 driver didn’t
provide link-layer failure notifications. All the AODV
parameters were set to their default values. OLSR
(Optimized Link State Routing, \[52\]) is an optimization
for mobile ad hoc networks of the classical link state
algorithm (it is thus a proactive protocol). Similarly
to AODV, OLSR uses a neighbour discovery procedure
based on HELLO messages. In our testbed we used the
OLSR-UniK implementation for Linux, version 0.4.10
\[53\]. We set all the parameters to their default values,
and disabled the OLSR hysteresis mechanism, because
it was shown to significantly degrade the transport-level throughput [54].

Table 1 shows the operational parameters for the TPA protocol. As far as TCP, we configured it to obtain a NewReno behaviour with Delayed-ACKs. We compared TCP and TPA in different configurations. Specifically, we clamped the maximum TCP congestion window to 2 and 3 segments (referred to as TCP-2 and TCP-3), and we also considered - as reference - TCP with unclamped congestion window (referred to as TCP-uc). As far as TPA, we clamped the maximum congestion window to 2 and 3 segments as well (referred to as TPA-2 and TPA-3), and we also considered the modified delayed ACK mechanism discussed in Section 3.6 (referred to as TPA*-3).

In all the experiments we used ftp-like traffic, i.e., the sender node(s) had always data ready to send. Indeed, file-sharing applications are expected to generate similar type of traffic. The MSS in all the experiments was set to 1460 bytes. It is worth mentioning that (as described in detail in Appendix A), the TCP implementation guarantees that the header overhead in TPA and TCP is exactly the same. To capture the TCP traffic we used tcplib, while to analyse the experiments results we used tcpstat and tcptrace (enhanced by our shell scripts). Since TPA was implemented in the user-space (see Appendix A), to capture the TPA traffic we used our TPA code.

### 4.2. Performance measures

In our analysis we consider the following two performance measures:

- **Throughput**, i.e., the average number of bytes successfully received by the final destination per unit time.
- **Retransmission index**, i.e., the percentage of segments re-transmitted by the TPA/TCP sender.

The throughput was measured at the application layer as the number of bytes successfully received by the destination process in a given time interval, divided by the duration of the time interval. The re-transmission index \( rtx \) measures the average number of times a segment had to be retransmitted to be successfully received by the destination. Thus, it is defined as:

\[
rtx = \frac{pktRtxSrc}{pktRcvDest}
\]

where \( pktRtxSrc \) is the number of segments retransmitted by the source, and \( pktRcvDest \) is the number of non-duplicated segments successfully received by the destination.

The re-transmission index allows us to evaluate the ability of TPA/TCP to handle transmissions in an efficient way. It is worthwhile to emphasize that re-transmitted segments consume energy and generate congestion both at the sender and intermediate nodes. As nodes in a multi-hop ad hoc network may have limited power budget, and wireless bandwidth is a scarce resource, it is important to manage (re)transmissions efficiently. Therefore, a small value for the re-transmission index is highly desirable.

To achieve statistical accuracy, we replicated each experiment a number of times (at least five) so that the semi-confidence interval (computed with a 90% confidence level) of the throughput was within 10% of the average value. Due to fairness issues discussed in the following, we were not able to achieve this target only in the cross topology experiments, when using TCP on top of OLSR. As far as the retransmission index, it generally shows a higher variability than the throughput. However, in most cases either the retransmission index is so low that it can be approximated with 0, or the difference between TCP and TPA is large enough, so that the fact that TPA outperforms TCP holds true even if the results variability is not very small. The only exception is the experiment using AODV in the roaming-node scenario. In this case no conclusive results can be drawn due to the high variability of results. However, the average values of the retransmission index suggest that TPA outperforms TCP also in this case.

As will be clear in the following, depending on the network setup, TPA and TCP achieve their best performance with different settings (e.g., in terms of maximum congestion window size). Unless otherwise stated, we compare performance figures achieved by TCP and TPA in the respective best configurations. Note that for the same protocol, the best configuration may be different depending on the performance index considered.

### 4.3. Chain topology

We considered a chain topology with hop count ranging from 1 to 4. In addition, we also ran experiments over a 3-hop chain topology in the presence of interfering traffic. Figure 4 shows the indoor environment where the experiments were carried out. The testbed was deployed in a real working environment with possibly interfering electrical appliances, people
roaming around, etc., so as to have a scenario representative of the expected indoor environments where ad hoc networks will operate in. The experiments consisted in a file transfer of about 180s. In all the experiments node N1 was the sender, while the receiver (and the number of active nodes) depended on the specific chain length. For example, in the 3-hop scenario, node N4 was the receiver (node N5 was not active). We set the transmission power of wireless cards and the distance between nodes in such a way that only adjacent nodes were within the transmission range of each other. However, since the transmission range of nodes is not a perfect circle and may vary from time to time [1], we used the iptables firewall to filter MAC packets and enforce the desired topology.

4.3.1. Analysis with the AODV routing protocol

Figure 5 through Figure 9 show the throughput and retransmission index of both TCP and TPA in all the scenarios we considered.

Figure 5 shows that in the 1-hop scenario there are not significant differences between TCP and TPA performance. This was expected since in this simple scenario problems related to link-layer contention are managed efficiently by the 802.11 MAC protocol. All nodes are within the transmission range of each other and can thus coordinate efficiently their transmissions. This results in a retransmission index equal to zero for all values of the maximum cwnd size parameter. TCP and TPA perform almost the same, with a slight advantage for TCP in the best configurations (TCP-uc and TPA*-3, respectively).

Note that TPA is implemented in the user space (see Appendix A) and, thus it experiences a greater overhead due to a higher number of interactions between the user and the kernel spaces. This possibly explains the performance difference in the one-hop configuration. However, note that in this case TPA and TCP are basically equivalent, and the difference their throughput is below 2%. This is indeed not a multi-hop configuration, where TPA is expected - by design - to outperform TCP. Even assuming that TCP outperformed TPA by 2% in this configuration would be good enough by looking at the overall performance differences in the multi-hop experiments.

Figure 6 shows that in the 2-hop scenario TPA outperforms TCP both in terms of throughput (+7.5% in the best configurations), and retransmission index (-83%). Note also that in a 2-hop scenario the best TCP configuration is TCP-uc. This happens because in this scenario all nodes are in the same carrier sensing range (the carrier sensing range is about twice as large as the transmission range at 2 Mbps [1]), and thus the 802.11 MAC protocol and TCP does not wrongly
interfere, as discussed in Section 2. Also note that the TPA best configuration is $TPA^*-3$ in terms of throughput, and $TPA-2$ in terms of retransmissions. We have observed the same qualitative trend also in the other configurations presented hereafter. In general, the difference between the two configurations is usually not huge. While the difference in terms of retransmission index is very limited, sometimes $TPA^*-3$ achieves a significantly higher throughput. Therefore this TPA configuration often represents a very good tradeoff between the two performance indices.

By inspecting traffic traces, the main reason for the difference between TCP and TPA performance when all nodes are in the carrier sensing of each other resides in the mechanism of HELLO messages used by AODV to maintain local connectivity [55]. AODV assumes a link failure as soon as two consecutive HELLOS are lost. This is quite frequent, as HELLOS are broadcast packets, and results in frequent route failures. As expected, TPA is much more efficient than TCP in managing these events.

The 3-hop scenario is the first case where problems related to link layer contentions become evident [56], as nodes are not all within the same carrier sensing range anymore. Indeed, the best TCP configuration is $TCP-3$ (both as far as throughput and retransmission index). Also in this case, TPA outperforms TCP in terms of throughput (+6.5%) and retransmission index (-71%).

FIGURE 7. Throughput (up) and percentage of retransmitted segments (down) vs. window size in the 3-hop scenario.

FIGURE 8. Throughput (up) and percentage of retransmitted segments (down) vs. window size in the 4-hop scenario.

FIGURE 9. Throughput (up) and percentage of retransmitted segments (down) vs. window size in the 3-hop-UDP scenario.
Note that previous simulation analyses [31, 30] in this configuration reported that the best TCP configuration for TCP should be TCP-2. By inspecting traces, we found that this discrepancy resides in a different behaviour between the TCP implementation in the Linux kernel, and the TCP implementation available in the ns-2 simulator [57]. When the maximum cwnd size is set to 2 segments, the simulated TCP receiver sends back one ACK every other segment, while the real (i.e. Linux) TCP receiver sends back one ACK every segment, as if the delayed ACK mechanism were disabled (see [55] for the details).

In the 4-hop scenario, the link layer contention increases and then the difference in performance between the two protocols becomes more evident. TCP-2 is now the best TCP configuration (with respect to both performance indices), and significantly improves TCP-uc (most notably, -70% retransmissions). However, TPA is always better than TCP-2 (+12% in terms of throughput and -60% in terms of retransmissions in the best configurations).

Finally, we also evaluate the performance of TCP and TPA in the presence of interfering traffic. To this end we considered the 3-hop network topology described above and added a CBR (Continuous Bit Rate) session, between node N3 (source) and node N2 (receiver). The CBR sending rate was 192 kbps, which corresponds to the bit rate of a typical MP3 stream. The results obtained, summarized in Figure 9, show that in this scenario there is no great qualitative difference with the results obtained in the 3-hop scenario. One important observation is that the performance improvement of TPA is much more evident because the probability of link layer contentions is now greater: the throughput increase is now about +20%, and the retransmission reduction is about -90%.

4.3.2. Analysis with the OLSR routing protocol

Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the throughput and the retransmission index, respectively, achieved with OLSR. We can see that the results obtained with OLSR are not dissimilar to those obtained with AODV. As soon as problems related to link-layer contention become evident, TPA outperforms TCP both in terms of throughput and retransmission index. Specifically, in the best configurations, the throughput increases range between +5.5% and +11%, while the reduction of retransmissions is between -93% and -98%.

Table 2 and Table 3 also show that TCP with a clamped congestion window is the best configuration for TCP in terms of throughput only in the presence of background traffic. This phenomenon can be explained considering the low percentage of retransmission achieved by TCP-uc when OLSR is used. For example, in the 4-hop scenario, TCP-uc over OLSR retransmits about 65% less segments that over AODV. The most likely reason for this difference in retransmission index is the different parameter values used by AODV and OLSR to manage HELLO messages. Specifically, by considering the default parameter values for both AODV and OLSR, OLSR assumes that a link is broken if it fails to receive three consecutive HELLO messages from its neighbour, while AODV assumes a link failure when it fails to receive two consecutive HELLO messages. This makes OLSR more robust to false link failures [55]. Finally, Table 2 and Table 3 also show that TPA*-3 always provides the best throughput for TPA. The only exception is in the 3-hop scenario, where TPA-2 and TPA*-3 achieve the same throughput.

4.3.3. Analysis with different transmission rates

To show that TPA improvements do not depend on the transmission rate, we replicated the experiments at 5.5 and 11 Mbps. For the sake of space, only the OLSR results in a 4-hop chain are shown here (Figures 10 and 11, respectively). At 5.5 Mbps, TPA outperforms TCP with optimal window size both in terms of throughput and retransmission index with all congestion window sizes. In the best configurations, the throughput increase is about +10%, and the retransmission reduction about -80%. At 11 Mbps, the difference in throughput between TCP and TPA is less evident (+4%). However, the reduction in terms of retransmission index is still about -80%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Throughput (in kbps) vs. maximum cwnd size with OLSR.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1hop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-uc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA*-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Retransmission index vs. maximum cwnd size with OLSR.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1hop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA*-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.4 Summary of the main results

Before proceeding on with the analysis for more complex scenarios, it is worth summarizing the main results obtained so far in chain topologies. Specifically we have shown that:

- the throughput of TPA (in its best configuration) is always higher than the throughput of TCP (in its best configuration), unless in the 1-hop case. Specifically, the TPA throughput is between 4% and 20% higher than the TCP throughput. We can reasonably expect the difference between TPA and TCP in the one-hop case to disappear if also TPA were implemented in the kernel.
- TPA (in its best configuration) retransmits between 60% and 98% less segments than TCP (in its best configuration) does. This results in lower energy consumption and lower congestion in the network.
- As noted in Section 6, TPA*-3 is generally the best configuration for TPA. This is because it reduces the number of ACK in transit in the network.
- The best configuration for TCP varies with network topology and routing protocols. However, as soon as contention problems appears, TCP-3 tends to be the best choice.

Based on the above remarks, in the following we only present results achieved by TCP-3 and TPA*-3.

4.4 Cross topology

In this section we consider a cross topology, which is one of the reference topologies used in the literature [8, 30]. Figure 12 shows the nodes position in our testbed. In this scenario there are two connections, the first one (referred to as connection 1) from node N1 (sender) to node N4 (receiver) and the second one (referred to as connection 2) from node N8 (sender) to node N5 (receiver). Precisely controlling the interference patterns between nodes of the different chain is not trivial in such a real testbed. We carefully checked that end points of different chains (i.e., node N1 and
node $N_8$, and node $N_4$ and node $N_5$) were outside their respective transmission ranges. Furthermore, as in the single-chain case, we positioned nodes of each chain so that adjacent nodes of a chain were at the limit of the transmission range of each other, and enforced this configuration via iptables.

To generate the traffic we used two ftp-like connections also in this case. We started both connections at the same time and we made them last for 240 seconds. Hereafter, in addition to the per-connection throughput and retransmission indices defined in Section 4.2, we also show the mean throughput, i.e., the mean between the throughput of the two connections, and the mean retransmission index, i.e., the mean between the retransmission indices of the two connections.

Figure 13 shows the performance indices achieved over OLSR. Also in the cross topology TPA significantly outperforms TCP both in terms of throughput and retransmission index. Specifically, $TPA^*-3$ increases the mean throughput of about 18% with respect to $TCP-3$ and reduces the mean retransmission index of about 73%.

As far as the TCP results, note that, while the semi-confidence interval of the mean throughput is below 10% of the average value, the per-flow throughput of the separate connections shows a higher variability. This is a by-product of TCP unfairness issues we discuss in detail in the following. Specifically, TCP turned out to suffer so much from unfairness issues in this configuration, than often one of the connections completely starved while the other proceeded. This resulted in very high variability across different replicas, and, in the end, in the large confidence intervals.

When AODV is used (Figure 14), the TPA performance improvement is less evident. However, $TPA^*-3$ still increases the mean throughput of about 5% with respect to $TCP-3$, and reduces the mean retransmission index of about 60%.

We can observe that both TCP and TPA suffer a severe unfairness between the two connections. This result motivated us to investigate unfairness issues more precisely via simulation, as described in Section 5. However, it is worth pointing out that both connections achieve on average higher throughput and lower retransmission indices when TPA is used, even though connection 1 benefits more than connection 2.

### 4.5. Mobility: the roaming-node scenario

To complete our experimental evaluation of TPA we considered the impact of nodes mobility on the performance of both TPA and TCP. To this end, we replicated the roaming-node scenario defined in [3].

The roaming-node scenario (Figure 15) consists of four nodes. Three of them are stationary ($N_1$, $N_2$, and $N_3$) and one is mobile ($N_4$). Nodes $N_1$, $N_2$ and $N_3$ form a static two hop chain network. The mobility turned out to suffer so much from unfairness issues in this configuration, than often one of the connections completely starved while the other proceeded. This resulted in very high variability across different replicas, and, in the end, in the large confidence intervals.

When AODV is used (Figure 14), the TPA performance improvement is less evident. However, $TPA^*-3$ still increases the mean throughput of about 5% with respect to $TCP-3$, and reduces the mean retransmission index of about 60%.

We can observe that both TCP and TPA suffer a severe unfairness between the two connections. This result motivated us to investigate unfairness issues more precisely via simulation, as described in Section 5. However, it is worth pointing out that both connections achieve on average higher throughput and lower retransmission indices when TPA is used, even though connection 1 benefits more than connection 2.
pattern followed by node $N_4$ is as follows. At time 0 node $N_4$ is in position P1. After 40 seconds it starts to move toward positions P2, where it pauses for 40 seconds. Then it moves towards position P3, where it pauses for 40 seconds. Finally, it goes back to positions P2 and P1, pausing for 40 seconds in each one. The time needed to move from a position to the next position is about 20 seconds. Thus, the experiments lasted for about 280 seconds. A single ftp-like connection spanned between nodes N1 and N4 for the whole experiments duration. The length of the path between nodes N1 and $N_4$ varied during the experiment. Specifically, in positions P1, P2 and P3, node $N_4$ could reach node N1 in 1 hop, 2 hops and 3 hops, respectively. It should be noted that in this set of experiments, to allow routes to be dynamically recomputed we did not enforced paths through iptables. The roaming-node scenario represents typical human mobility patterns, in which no abrupt differences between path lengths are expected.

Figure 16 shows the throughput and retransmission index of TCP and TPA over both OLSR and AODV. Also in this scenario TPA significantly outperforms TCP both in terms of throughput (+12% both with OLSR and AODV) and retransmission index (-73% with OLSR and -26% with AODV). We can observe that in the case of AODV we do not obtain conclusive results in terms of retransmission index due to the high variability of the experimental results. However, the average values strongly suggest than TPA outperforms TCP also in this case.

Figure 16 also shows that both TCP and TPA work remarkably better over OLSR than over AODV. Specifically, the throughput in the AODV case decreases of about 25% with respect to the OLSR case. This may appear strange, since OLSR suffers from a non negligible re-route time [58], due the rules OLSR uses to generate and disseminate the information about network topology (Topology Control messages, see [52] for more details). Despite this drawback, OLSR is able to provide a more stable networking environment in our experiments. This is because AODV assumes that a link exists as soon as a node receives a HELLO or RREQ message from a neighbour. Therefore, it tends to use links that may be unidirectional in the wrong direction [59]. This is quite likely in a mobile configuration like the one we are considering. On the other hand, OLSR just uses links that have proved to be bidirectional. Specifically, in OLSR a link is deemed valid only if both endpoints announce each other in their respective neighbour list [52]. It is easy to show that this is a stronger check on the links’ validity, which grants more stable routes.

Based on these remarks, we further investigate the behaviour of TCP and TPA just in the OLSR case. Figure 17 shows the ideal path length between the sender ($N_4$) and the receiver (N1) that the routing protocol is expected to compute during our experiments. Figure 18 shows the real path length (upper plot) and the throughput (lower plot) achieved by TCP (over OLSR) during a particular replica of our
FIGURE 18. Path length and instantaneous throughput of TCP over OLSR in the Roaming Node Scenario.

FIGURE 19. Path length and instantaneous throughput of TPA over OLSR in the Roaming Node Scenario.

experiment (other replicas show a similar behaviour). A number of hops equal to zero means that node N4 has no entries for node N1 in its routing table, and is thus not able to communicate with it. Figure 19 shows the same performance figures in the case of TPA. First of all, note that the path calculated by OLSR is comparable in both cases (small differences are due to the unavoidable differences in the external environment conditions experienced by different experiments). Actually, the evolution of the computed path is slightly better in the TCP case, as shown by the additional drop after 150s in Figure 19 (upper plot). As far as the throughput, TCP performs close to TPA only when the sender and the receiver are 1-hop away, i.e., before 50s and after 250s. When they are 2-hops away, TCP is able to transfer some segments, as shown by the plateaux around 100s and between 200s and 250s. However, in these time frames TPA is able to achieve a quite more stable throughput. Finally, when the sender and the receiver are 3-hops away, TCP is completely unable to carry on any transfer, while TPA still achieves a stable behaviour in terms of throughput. Therefore, TPA is able to reconfigure after route changes, and carry on data transfer more efficiently than TCP.

5. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

In the previous section, we reported the experimental results of TPA analysis over simple network topologies. As mentioned in Section 1, this allows us to give significant results in configurations similar to those expected in real ad hoc networks [7]. To complete the analysis, we considered a further set of experiments in a simulation environment using ns-2 [57]. The higher control over the environment parameters allows us to better investigate i) the scalability properties of TPA and ii) unfairness issues. As far as the latter aspect, we considered both the original TCP and TPA protocols, as well as their variants that include the adaptive pacing algorithm [8] described in Section 5.2 (these variants are called TCP-AP and TPA-AP respectively). This allows us to highlight the better performance of TPA also when adaptive pacing is not used, and to show, at the same time, the improvements brought about by adaptive pacing.

5.1. Simulation scenarios and performance measures

We focused on five scenarios. The first two are the standard cross and parallel topologies defined in [8]. This allows us to compare TCP-AP and TPA-AP in the same configurations used in [8]. The next two are a grid topology and a static random topology. The final one is a mobile scenario in which 50 nodes move according to the random waypoint (RWP) model. These scenarios allow us to jointly investigate scalability and fairness properties of TPA. We used AODV-UU [51] as the routing protocol implementation.

As far as TCP and TPA settings, we used the same configurations used in Section 4. For TCP-AP we only used an unclamped congestion window size, as suggested in [8].

As in all scenarios we have more connections running concurrently, we slightly modified the performance figures defined in Section 4.2. Specifically we considered:

- **Aggregate Throughput**, i.e., the sum of the throughputs achieved by each connection.
- **Mean Re-transmission index**, i.e., the percentage of segments re-transmitted by all the TCP/TPA senders, computed as

\[
rtx = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} rtx_i \cdot pktRcvDest_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} pktRcvDest_i}
\]
where \( rtx_i \) is the retransmission index of the \( i \)-th connection, \( pktRecvDest_i \) is the number of non-duplicated segments successfully received in the \( i \)-th connection, and \( n \) is the number of connections active in the network.

- **Jain’s fairness index** [60], defined as:

\[
F(x) = \frac{\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \right]^2}{n \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2},
\]

where \( x_i \) is the throughput achieved by the \( i \)-th connection. In addition, we also considered the instantaneous fairness index, i.e., the value of the Jain’s fairness index sampled every two seconds, and then averaged over the whole experiment. While the fairness index provides an indication of the long-term fairness, the instantaneous fairness tells how fair is a protocol over short-time scales. In both cases, the higher the index, the fairer the protocol.

Unless otherwise stated, we replicated each experiment 10 times. This allowed us to reach – in general – a semi-confidence interval of performance figures within 10% of the average value. As in the case of experimental measurements, the retransmission index was more variable than the other performance figures, and we thus achieved larger confidence intervals. However, the same remarks already pointed out in Section 4.2 apply also in this case. Finally, also a few semi-confidence intervals of the TCP fairness index (in the parallel and grid topologies) were larger than 10% (but always below 16%). However, also in those few cases the difference between TCP and TPA is large enough to allow us to fairly compare them despite the slightly larger variability.

Before presenting the results, it is worth recalling how the adaptive pacing algorithm works (the reader is referred to [8] for the complete description).

### 5.2. Adaptive pacing

Several papers have analysed the TCP unfairness problem over MANETs (see, for example, [8, 39]). Channel capture, hidden and exposed terminal conditions, and the binary exponential backoff of the IEEE 802.11 MAC are the main causes of TCP unfairness. Moreover, TCP’s congestion control mechanism exacerbates the problem. Specifically, as noted in [8], TCP’s window-based congestion control mechanism leads to segments’ burst on ACK reception. This produces an increased channel contention and reduces the chance of neighbour nodes to access the channel. In [8], ElRakabawy et al. thus proposed a modified version of the adaptive pacing (AP) mechanism available for the Internet, and applied it to TCP. They show that TCP-AP can significantly mitigate the unfairness problem encountered by TCP.

To mitigate the segments’ burst problem, AP spreads the segments transmission according to a rate that is dynamically computed. It incorporates a mechanism to identify incipient congestion and to adjust consequently the transmission rate. In more detail, AP calculates the segments transmission rate taking into account the spatial reuse constraint of IEEE 802.11 multi-hop network. The authors of [30] showed that, in a chain topology, only nodes 4 hops away from each other can transmit simultaneously. Based on this result, the authors of [8] use the 4-hop propagation delay (FHD), i.e. the time needed for a segment produced by the \( i \)-th node in the path to reach ’node \( i+4 \)', to calculate the segment transmission rate. In AP the sender calculates the FHD using the RTT estimation and the number of hops of the connection. The second ingredient used by AP is an estimate of the link-layer contention, computed as the **coefficient of variation of recently measured RTT** (**cov**): 

\[
\text{cov}_{\text{RTT}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N-1} \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\text{RTT}_i - \bar{\text{RTT}})^2}. 
\]

In Equation (1) \( N \) is the number of RTT samples, \( \bar{\text{RTT}} \) is the mean of the samples, and \( \text{RTT}_i \) is the value of the \( i \)-th sample of RTT. AP evaluates the transmission rate \( R \) as follows:

\[
R = \frac{1}{FHD} \times (1 + 2\text{cov}_{\text{RTT}})^{-1}. 
\]

where \( FHD \) is the standard exponentially weighted moving average\(^3\) of FHD and \((1 + 2\text{cov}_{\text{RTT}})\) is the factor that takes into account the contention degree of the network. The transmission rate depends on the FHD index, and on the link-layer contention. Thus, the connection slows down when the contention increases.

### 5.3. Cross and parallel topologies

The cross and parallel topologies (Figure 20) are two reference topologies considered in [8]. In both scenarios, the distance between adjacent nodes is 200 meters, so as to make each connection 4-hops long. In the parallel topology the distance between the two chains is 400 meters. This way, nodes of connection 1 (connection 2) are out of the transmission range of nodes of connection 2 (connection 1), but inside the carrier sensing range of connection 2 (connection 1). In both topologies we considered two ftp flows, each starting at time 20 and lasting for 500 seconds.

Table 4 shows the results of the experiments in the Cross Topology scenario. TPA outperforms TCP in terms of throughput (+6%) and instantaneous fairness (+4%), while it’s essentially equivalent in terms of fairness, and slightly worse in terms of retransmissions (+2%). Table 5 shows the results of the experiments in the Cross Topology scenario when the adaptive protocol...
The instantaneous fairness mechanism is used. Adaptive pacing improves the instantaneous fairness of both protocols (+30% for TCP, +21% for TPA). This is due to sender rate limitation, which is paid by TCP with a drastic reduction of the aggregate throughput (−48%), and an increase of the retransmission index (+24%). This is clearly not the case for TPA: the throughput reduction is only -17%, and the retransmission index is reduced by 53%. The direct comparison between TCP-AP and TPA-AP tells that TPA-AP achieves significantly greater throughput (+66%) and lower retransmission index (-61%), at the cost of an acceptable reduction of fairness (less than 1%) and instantaneous fairness (-4%).

There is actually a trade-off between the performance in terms of throughput and the instantaneous fairness, which is controlled by the RTT estimate in Equation (1). It can be shown that TCP tends to greatly overestimate RTT, thus drastically reducing the sender’s transmission rate. Clearly, this improves the fairness, but dramatically impacts on the throughput.

A TPA sender is more aggressive because the RTT is more accurate (this has been noted by inspecting the simulation traces). It thus achieves greater throughput, at the cost of a limited reduction of the instantaneous fairness. By slightly modifying Equation (1) as in Equation (3) (i.e., scaling RTT by an integer number $K$), it is possible to tune the adaptive pacing so as to slightly reduce the TPA throughput, and achieve the same fairness of TCP.

$$\text{cov}_{RTT} = \frac{1}{N-1} \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} (K \times RTT_i - \text{RTT})^2$$

As an example, Table 6 shows the performance of TPA for $K$ equal to 1, 2 and 3. For simplicity, only the results obtained with a $cwnd$ equal to 2 are reported (the other TPA-AP configurations achieve similar results). When $K$ is equal to 2, TPA-AP improves the instantaneous fairness of TCP-AP of about 1.5%, maintaining the throughput 36% higher, and retransmitting 71% less segments.

Table 7 shows the results obtained over the parallel topology when the adaptive pacing mechanism is not used. In this scenario TPA outperforms TCP in terms of throughput (+6%), retransmissions (-17%), fairness (+2.5%) and instantaneous fairness (+3.6%).
Table 8 shows the results when the adaptive pacing mechanism is used. Again, the instantaneous fairness of both protocols increases (+56% for TCP, +47% for TPA), and TPA-AP outperforms TCP-AP in terms of throughput (+39%) and retransmissions (-77%), with a small reduction of the instantaneous fairness (-3%).

In general, the above results show that i) even without adaptive pacing, TPA outperforms TCP also in terms of fairness; ii) the adaptive pacing mechanism is required by both protocol to achieve higher fairness, and iii) TPA-AP greatly outperforms TCP-AP in terms of throughput, with a small reduction of the instantaneous fairness. These outcomes are confirmed also in the more complex topologies that we consider in the final part of the paper.

5.4. Grid topology

This section reports the results of the simulation analysis of TPA over the grid topology depicted in Figure 21. It is made up of 25 nodes in a 5 x 5 grid, where the distance between horizontal and vertical adjacent nodes is 200 meters. Over this topology, we set up 6 ftp flows, each of which is 4-hops long. Each ftp flow starts at time 20 and lasts for 500 seconds.

Tables 9 and 10 show the performance of TCP and TPA with and without adaptive pacing. When adaptive pacing mechanism is not enabled, TPA outperforms TCP - as in the other configurations - in terms of aggregate throughput (+5%), fairness (+35%) and instantaneous fairness (+34%). However, this is paid with an increment of the retransmission index (+22%).

When adaptive pacing is enabled (Table 10) we see the usual pattern highlighted before. The instantaneous fairness of both protocols is increased (+140% for TCP, +78% for TPA). TPA-AP outperforms TCP-AP with respect to the throughput (+19%) and retransmission index (-75%), with a slight reduction of the fairness (-2%).

5.5. Static Random Topology

In order to test TPA performance in a less rigid scenario, we considered a random topology of 50 nodes randomly distributed in an area A=1000m x 1000m. We considered a variable number of connections simultaneously active in the network (3, 5, and 10). Each connection starts at time 20s, and lasts for 500s. For each number of concurrent connections, we generated 10 random nodes’ placements, and simulations with each placement were replicated 10 times.

The communication end points of each connection were fixed for all nodes’ placements (i.e. we chose randomly the source-destination pairs, and we used the same choice for all the considered scenario). Performance figures of experiments run over different placements are not identically distributed, and therefore it is not meaningful to compute confidence intervals. We, however, averaged the performance indices over
Another general indication we can draw is that in this case the instantaneous fairness with adaptive pacing is lower than in configurations in which TCP-uc and TCP*-ap-2 as far as the fairness). However, the throughput decrease is lower for TCP-Ap, which also achieves performance comparable to that of TCP in terms of instantaneous fairness. In other words, the indication is that also in this case Adaptive Pacing applied to TCP results, in comparison with TCP, in equivalent performance in terms of fairness, with lower reduction in terms of throughput.

Another general indication we can draw is that in this case the instantaneous fairness with adaptive pacing is lower than in previous configurations for both protocols. This is due to the fact that in the previous topologies the connections spanned the same number of hops, and were thus homogenous. When connections span a different number of hops, even if adaptive pacing is used, shorter connections get a higher throughput with respect to longer ones.

### 5.6. Mobile Scenario

The considered mobile network consisted of 50 nodes moving over a 1000m x 1000m field. We utilized the 10 replicas for each placement, and over the 10 placements.

This methodology does not allow us to quantitatively compare performance figures with a sufficient statistical confidence. However, the results generally confirm the different behaviour of TCP and TPA highlighted in the previous sections, with special regard to the different effects of activating the Adaptive Pacing mechanism. The general indication is that, when Adaptive Pacing is used (Table 12) both protocols achieve a lower throughput and a higher instantaneous fairness with respect to the case when Adaptive Pacing is not used (Table 11, which only reports the results for the best performance figures over the different mobility patterns, intervals. Nevertheless, we hereafter present the average performance figures over the different mobility patterns, which are able to provide trends about the TPA and TCP behaviour also in this setup (see Tables 13 and 14).

Once again, using the Adaptive Pacing mechanisms reduces the throughput and increases the instantaneous fairness. However, in TPA the throughput degradation is lower than in TCP, while the instantaneous fairness is equivalent.

Note that also in this case (as in the static random topology), the instantaneous fairness provided by adaptive pacing is lower than in configurations in which the path length of the connections is homogeneous.

### 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented and evaluated TPA, which is a new transport protocol designed to cope with the main inefficiencies of TCP over multi-hop ad hoc networks. TPA includes by design a number of features that have shown to be required to adapt TCP to ad hoc networks. The original approach of TPA is blending together these features since the design stage, rather than proposing and evaluating single modifications to the original TCP in isolation.

### Table 11. Static Random Topology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TCP-uc</th>
<th>TPA*-3</th>
<th>TCP-2</th>
<th>TPA-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Thr.</td>
<td>885.1</td>
<td>827.2</td>
<td>831.3</td>
<td>801.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Fair.</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>52.98</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Retx</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1303</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>1226</td>
<td>1173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 12. Static Random Topology with the adaptive pacing enabled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TCP-AP</th>
<th>TPA-AP-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Thr.</td>
<td>415.9</td>
<td>476.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Fair.</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Retx</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>558.8</td>
<td>641.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 13. Mobile Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agg. Thr. (kbps)</th>
<th>Fair. (%)</th>
<th>Ist. Fair. (%)</th>
<th>Mean. Rtx. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP-uc</td>
<td>864.8</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-2</td>
<td>837.4</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA*-ap-2</td>
<td>871.7</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 14. Mobile Scenario with the adaptive pacing enabled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agg. Thr. (kbps)</th>
<th>Fair. (%)</th>
<th>Ist. Fair. (%)</th>
<th>Mean. Rtx. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP-AP</td>
<td>443.3</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA-AP*-3</td>
<td>536.2</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA-AP-2</td>
<td>523.7</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

50 different mobility patterns based on the random waypoint model, each one being generated according to the perfect simulation paradigm [61, 62]. To mimic high node mobility, nodes’ speed was uniformly sampled in the interval between 1 to 9 m/s, and the pause time was 20s. After a 20s warm-up period, 5 TCP/TPA connections were established, and a ftp-like transfer was launched on each of them. File transfers stopped after 500s. We calculated our performance metrics as the mean over the 50 considered patterns.

As in the case of the Static Random Topology discussed in Section 5.5, we chose randomly the source-destination pairs for each connection, and we used the same pairs for all the considered mobility patterns. Also in this case, experiments run over different patterns are not identically distributed, and it is thus not meaningful to compute confidence intervals. Nevertheless, we hereafter present the average performance figures over the different mobility patterns, which are able to provide trends about the TPA and TCP behaviour also in this setup (see Tables 13 and 14).

Once again, using the Adaptive Pacing mechanisms reduces the throughput and increases the instantaneous fairness. However, in TPA the throughput degradation is lower than in TCP, while the instantaneous fairness is equivalent.
In this work we have provided a thorough evaluation and comparison of TCP and TPA in a real ad hoc network testbed. We have investigated the impact of different protocol parameters on the throughput and the number of segments used to sustain the throughput. We have run experiments on different topologies, different routing protocols, and also in mobile scenarios. In all the cases we have investigated TPA is able to improve the performance of TCP. Specifically, TPA delivers greater throughput with respect to TCP (up to 20% increase), while reducing at the same time the number of transmissions (up to 98% reduction). To complement results from the testbed, we have also presented a detailed simulation analysis to investigate the TPA performance in terms of fairness, and its scalability properties. We have considered different topologies, both in static and mobile configurations. We have found that, when the adaptive pacing algorithm is included both in TPA and in TCP, TPA achieves the same TCP fairness, while providing a drastic improvement in terms of average throughput (up to +66%), and a drastic reduction in terms of retransmissions (up to -77%).

The results presented in this paper are tailored to multi-hop ad hoc networks in which groups of users set up a stand-alone network and exchange data in a p2p fashion. The results we have obtained motivate us to further investigate the TPA performance also in different setups. A first interesting area for further studies is a thorough analysis of TPA and TCP interoperability and integration. First of all, it will be interesting to highlight the performance of TCP and TPA connections running concurrently over the same network. Secondly, ways should be identified to make TPA-enabled nodes work with legacy TCP nodes. From this standpoint, a straightforward solution could exploit the fact that all major operating systems come with a complete TCP implementation. Therefore the choice between TCP and TPA could be done while opening a connection. Specifically, a TPA node opening a connection (via the tpa_connect() function, see Appendix A) can send a TCP SYN segment announcing TPA availability (e.g., by using a reserved bit in the TCP header). If the other endpoint does not implement TPA, the sender will revert to a standard TCP connection. More refined strategies trying to use TPA features even when just a single endpoint implements TPA are under investigation. Another area of future studies is understanding how TPA works in mixed wireless/wired scenarios. In these cases two options could be compared, namely rely on slight TPA modifications to make it work with unmodified TCP endpoints, or using an Indirect-TCP approach, and thus envisioning a first TPA trunk between the wireless node and the gateway to the wired network, and a standard TCP trunk in the wired network. This naturally leads to investigate the viability of TPA in mesh network environments.
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APPENDIX A: TPA IMPLEMENTATION

In this appendix we provide a brief description of the TPA implementation in our testbed. A more detailed description can be found in [63]. Network protocols are usually implemented in the kernel space and can be accessed by applications through an interface consisting of a set of system calls (e.g., the socket-based interface). Security and performance are the main motivations behind this approach. However, there are several factors that can motivate an implementation of network protocols out of the kernel space [64]. The most obvious of these factors is ease of prototyping, debugging and maintenance. Another factor may be an improved system stability. When developing protocols in a user-level environment, an unstable stack affects only the application using it and does not cause a system crash.

Therefore, we decided to prototype TPA by a user-level implementation. Since TPA only requires a datagram service it was implemented on top of the
TABLE 15. Functions provided by the TPA library.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tpa_socket()</td>
<td>Creates a TPA socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_connect()</td>
<td>Connects the socket to the specified address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_bind()</td>
<td>Gives to the socket the local address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_listen()</td>
<td>Specifies a willingness to accept incoming connections and a queue limit for incoming connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_accept()</td>
<td>Listens for TPA connections requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_close()</td>
<td>Closes the TPA connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_send()</td>
<td>Sends data over a TPA connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_recv()</td>
<td>Receives data over TPA connection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UDP/IP protocols that are accessed through the socket-based mechanism. Therefore, the implemented TPA header does not include the ports and the checksum fields (see Section 3.1) that are already included in the UDP header. As the (implemented) TPA header is 12 bytes long, the overheads of TCP and TPA-over-UDP are exactly the same.

To allow a simple re-use of legacy application written for TCP, we implemented for TPA a socket application programming interface (API) similar to that provided by TCP. TCP. Table 15 shows the list of functions provided by the user-level library implementing the TPA protocol.

TPA was implemented with distinct execution flows that interact according to the client/server and producer/consumer models. Specifically, we structured the TPA software module by means of three processes: a data-processing process, a sender process, and a receiver process (see Figure 22). The data-processing process collects data passed by the application process in a buffer to form blocks. Data blocks are then passed to the sender process that manages their transmission according to the TPA specification. Finally the receiver process is in charge of processing data coming from the network and sending ACKs back to the sender. In this model processes resident on the same machine communicate with each other by using FIFOs [65] and the signal mechanism, while the sender and the receiver process use a UDP socket to transmit data and ACK segments.

APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE OF A TRACE ANALYSIS

The aim of this appendix is to show the different behaviour of TPA and TCP in the presence of an ACK inhibition, i.e., when the route between receiver and sender is broken, while the route between sender and receiver is still available. This gives a tangible example of why TPA mechanisms results in higher performance with respect to TCP. To this end we refer to a portion of the TPA trace file obtained in one replica of the 3-hop OLSR experiment.

Figure 23-left shows the behaviour of TPA after about 39.557s from the start of the experiment. Numbers on the left-hand side should be read as <position in the block : block number>. At this time the TPA sender is transmitting segments belonging to the block 131. The route between node N4 (TPA receiver) and node N1 (TPA sender) is broken while the route between node N1 and N4 is active. This implies that TPA data segments can reach node N4 while ACKs are dropped by the routing protocol and never reach node N1. Upon timers expiration for segment 0, TPA
enters the congested state and starts sending segments with a \(cwnd_{\text{max}}\) parameter set to one (segments 3 to 9 are sent at each timer expiration). Those segments are successfully received by the destination that continues to send ACKs to the sender node. However, ACKs are discarded by the routing protocol. At time 50.92s, the routing protocol recovers the route to node N1. At this point the TPA receiver, on reception of segments 9, sends back an ACK that reaches the TPA sender and notifies it that all segments belonging to block 131 have been successfully received by the destination. Upon reception of the above ACK, TPA leaves the congested state and sends segments 10 and 11. Then, upon reception of the ACK for segment 11, TPA transmits segments belonging to a new block.

Figure 23-right shows the behaviour that TCP would have had in the same conditions. In this case, numbers on the left-hand side should be read as \(<\text{segment sequence number}>\). For the sake of simplicity we will refer to TCP sequence number in terms of segments instead of bytes. As we can see from the sequence shown in Figure 23-right, upon timer expiration for segment 200 the TCP sender retransmits the same segment and continues to do so upon recursive timeouts.

In such cases, in which data segment reach the destination, but ACK segments do not reach the sender, TPA is not stuck at retransmitting the same segment, as legacy TCP is. Therefore, the destination continues to receive new data segments. In other words, during ACK inhibitions, TPA is able to exploit the unidirectional route available between the sender and the destination, while legacy TCP is not. This results in a performance improvement of TPA, compared with TCP behaviour.